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INTERSOS HELLAS 
 actions | 2021

Our work and mission 

INTERSOS Hellas is a humanitarian
non-governmental organization than
operates in Greece with the aim of
providing equal opportunities and long-
term, sustainable solutions to people in
need.

As a member of the INTERSOS family
which has been present since 1992 in
dozens of countries around the world,
INTERSOS Hellas started in Greece in
2016 with programs for refugees and
migrants. We are currently intervening
in Epirus, Thessaly, Athens and Lesvos
regions.
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HELIOS
 
INTERSOS Hellas is an active partner of the International Organization for Migration
(IOM) within the context of the HELIOS program (Hellenic Integration Support for
Beneficiaries of International Protection).

The project aims to promote the integration of recognized refugees in Greek
society, increasing the prospects of beneficiaries for autonomy and self-
determination, while establishing access to its integration mechanism for those
living in temporary housing programs. 
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Support
Integration
the dignified and autonomous
living of recognized refugees in
Greek society.

 
We continue our action dynamically!

Since December 2019, INTERSOS
Hellas actively participates in the
#HELIOS project of IOM.

We focus on:

34,101 beneficiaries have registered so
far in HELIOS.

By the end of 2021, our team assisted
a total of 3,272 beneficiaries
facilitating them in matters of
integration and independent living.

Learn more with one click on our site:
www.intersos.gr  

#intersoshellas #helios #iom
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Our achievements in

2021 within the context
of HELIOS: Our actions
in Thessaly and Epirus

regions
 

https://www.intersos.gr/en/helios/
https://www.intersos.gr/en/helios/
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/intersoshellas?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZUSOauVWgbhHRMcv_kY8hBhLpWbEhjqgnp9vwbu-7yW588ED-an1Lr_X2j21AXUFmlDZXfSNS2ZDbZXDtKOPJ148JNvLHun99KRblsXousxgs7Fa2vMa7XnSUx9GlK2Zn2Marlpg0XTLRSuaBf1sLVS-NLXki8yver0hMANOb5k6LOcctHg7zvi91-ItVzRpzU&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/helios?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZUSOauVWgbhHRMcv_kY8hBhLpWbEhjqgnp9vwbu-7yW588ED-an1Lr_X2j21AXUFmlDZXfSNS2ZDbZXDtKOPJ148JNvLHun99KRblsXousxgs7Fa2vMa7XnSUx9GlK2Zn2Marlpg0XTLRSuaBf1sLVS-NLXki8yver0hMANOb5k6LOcctHg7zvi91-ItVzRpzU&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/iom?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZUSOauVWgbhHRMcv_kY8hBhLpWbEhjqgnp9vwbu-7yW588ED-an1Lr_X2j21AXUFmlDZXfSNS2ZDbZXDtKOPJ148JNvLHun99KRblsXousxgs7Fa2vMa7XnSUx9GlK2Zn2Marlpg0XTLRSuaBf1sLVS-NLXki8yver0hMANOb5k6LOcctHg7zvi91-ItVzRpzU&__tn__=*NK-R


Closing of the Housing Program for Asylum Seekers in Thessaloniki and Epirus
regions (01/01/2021 - 30/04/2021)

INTERSOS Hellas undertook the support of twenty-five (25) apartments in the cities
of Thessaloniki and Ioannina after the completion of the ESTIA (Emergency Support
to Integration and Accommodation) housing program and their delivery to the next
partner of the program.

In this context, INTERSOS Hellas continued to provide quality support services to
the beneficiaries of the program, providing social services with an emphasis on
community support, while also making referrals to social services when required.
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Information and awareness
campaign "Vaccines for All" 

INTERSOS Hellas from the very start,
as the current COVID-19 crisis was
putting healthcare under tremendous
pressure, has pointed out the need and
necessity to include marginalized
communities, mostly migrants in
situations of vulnerability, in national
vaccination strategies against COVID-
19.

The situation in Greece constituted an
urgent need of finding solutions for
those vulnerable groups since the
issue of public health concerns us all
in the context of the protection of
human life. 

Therefore, INTERSOS Hellas has raised
the critical issues of access to health
protection services, whose media
sharing would act as a driving force for
advocacy activities, besides increasing
the awareness, solidarity, and popular
participation in the campaign theme.

As we were seeking to tackle at the
same time vaccine hesitancy related to
COVID-19 vaccines the Greek Forum of
Refugees and the Greek Forum of
Migrants all lent their voices to the
“Vaccines for All” campaign.
In Greece, however, it was not possible
for vulnerable groups, and more 

specifically for undocumented
migrants, to register for vaccination, as
there was no procedure to overcome
the absence of the necessary
documentation. In addition to that,
protection from immigration control
consequences of getting the vaccines
was not guaranteed.

Under these circumstances, INTERSOS
Hellas, with the appropriate initiatives,
participated in shaping the conditions
that allowed these people to gain
access to the COVID-19 vaccines.
INTERSOS Hellas will continue the
efforts throughout 2022 until everyone
has equal access to COVID-19
vaccines.

INTERSOS Hellas website
vaccinesforall.gr is available in 10
languages, sharing all the information
needed regarding the COVID-19
vaccination procedures with the
communities of migrants and refugees
living in Greece. 

You may also visit our Facebook page:
@vaccinesforallgr.
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http://vaccinesforall.gr/


INTERSOS in Lesvos

On Lesvos island, INTERSOS continues
dynamically, consistently and with a
human focus, the mission that started
in September 2020 after the
emergency situation where many
beneficiaries of international
protection were found after Moria’s
camp fire.

The Mental Health and Psychosocial
Support program that we implement
there adheres to a holistic and human
rights-based approach with immediate
response and effective care of people
in need. INTERSOS provides
comprehensive psychosocial care to
vulnerable women residing in
Mavrovouni RIC and in order to
enhance the general mental health
response.

We hold group sessions involving
women asylum seekers who have
embarked on a challenging
psychological journey that INTERSOS
supports by encouraging empathy,
teamwork and unity in the face of fears
stemming from unthinkable traumas
and experiences of what they endured.

70% of the women supported by
INTERSOS in Lesvos reported that they
were survivors of gender-based
violence.

Many of them have experienced
sexual violence in their countries of
origin or throughoutduring their trip
or even in Greece, without ever
revealing to any authority the
incidents of violence they suffered.

Often, INTERSOS Psychologists or
Case Workers as well as doctors
from international NGOs - are the
first people to whom survivors
reveal the violence they survived.

Quick response is always at the
heart of our work in order to
alleviate the pain and the
psychological distress of these
people.

Learn more by clicking here:
https://bit.ly/3DRb3Dg
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https://www.intersos.gr/en/in-lesvos/


174 registered cases

168 referrals received

40 open cases

93 closed cases

MENTAL HEALTH AND PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT IN LESVOS 
UNTIL DECEMBER 2021

 
 

1509 individual sessions

19 participants (5 groups)

996 psychological
sessions

513 case management
sessions



Contact Info
Ermou 31, Thessaloniki, Postal Code 54624

Phone number: (+30) 2310 544 644
email: info@intersos.gr

 
Visit our website!

 
 www.intersos.gr 

 
 

https://www.facebook.com/IntersosHellas/
https://www.instagram.com/intersos_greece/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHGeYQDzYgCyPxU524xaA3w
http://linkedin.com/company/intersos-hellas
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.intersos.gr%2F&h=AT21k9ygnnIUrxVhAP96KPJ4yaEdfTCrRlVVZ12L0gLO1j93-pgRT7315bn64IQvz96ezkExOf6m21xZDBcdNp8DM1HQTeKpQdX4ILuJuCenCCkRM__nss3HZMGmbv1B4PvcDQHz6AG_qppRAWoQvEkjh0G14ia882Td&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3KlNPSrAxLBLb3KT_-CqBeGTiaIC_NTRlTDJsBwNgtgDXnZFpiHGa0XMUsGh5YRVcoOj64e6DOdJ9hPI54Lj3QwvhzY6IPh-whrG_a0Y6cGCyOXQ61odocaUfQUcJiUFCJ4hPrTfSZ9EMgBUJUPkwoVPjjbGyJO-ff3UwW3RVe4mrsR4g2jnOBIDlOPu7Lf5nJGWI

